Panda Lavender Pillow

Features
- Sustainable memory foam infused with lavender
- Real lavender essential oil provides calming, soothing benefits
- Slim profile
- Ventilated foam design
- CertiPUR-US® certified foam
- OEKO-TEX® certified cover
- 30-night trial period
- 1-year warranty

Benefits
- Lavender essential oil is known to have relaxing effects
- Lavender has antimicrobial and hypoallergenic benefits
- The aroma of lavender is pleasant and soothing
- The slim design of the Panda Lavender Pillow is easy to stack on top of another pillow
- Pleasant aroma spreads throughout your bed
- Nappy-soft cover
- Ventilated memory foam for maximum airflow and cooling
- Materials are certified safe

Technical specifications
- 1-layer solid memory foam slab
- Proprietary process infuses PU memory foam with lavender extract
- Fits in a standard pillowcase
- Covered with 1-year warranty
- Zip-off outer cover
- OEKO-TEX® and CertiPUR-US® certified materials — no off-gassing or toxic substances
- Advanced engineering results in reduced pricing
- Delivers ready to use

Dimensions
- 22” x 14”
- Slim-design pillow
First 24 Hours
Your Panda Lavender Pillow will arrive fully decompressed in a slim cardboard mailer. Removing the pillow from its plastic cover, you’ll immediately note mild notes of lavender accompanied by a total lack of chemical aroma. The OEKO-TEX® certified cover of the Panda Lavender Pillow is fully removable and machine-washable. Optionally, unzip and remove the memory foam core from the cover before washing it. Hang-dry only. Do not wash any memory foam components of your Panda Lavender Pillow. While slim, your pillow will fit standard pillowcases. Consider slipping the Panda Lavender Pillow on top of another pillow inside the same case.

Warranty
Your Panda Lavender Pillow covered by a 1-year warranty. This warranty includes one year of zero-cost returns, repairs, or (if necessary) replacements. The warranty on your Panda Lavender Pillow becomes void in instances of negligent, improper, or unreasonable use such as:
- Bending, folding, ironing, or cutting the pillow
- Exposing the pillow to damaging cleaning products
- Storing the pillow in direct sunlight or exposing it to moisture
- Cleaning the pillow in a way that does not follow provided instructions
- Placing the pillow too close to a heat source
- Other negligent, improper, or unreasonable actions that damage your pillow

Repair or replacement of the pillow extends, but does not restart, the warranty period.